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of or apart from that Reality; unreal, also, because transient and
ephemeral and even illusory.
This has been the meaning of sat and asat ever since ; and in this
sense alone the words Being and, Not-Being would be their proper
English, equivalents. The first denotes th.e Reality and the oilier tlie
mxreal appearances ob. that Eeality. Philosophically {param^rthatah},
Brahma alone is sat, and. all else, viewed as differentiated from it and
as having an. independent existence, is asat (unreal.).
We must always remember that, situated as we ordinarily a»re, we
cannot perceive the sat or th.e asat by itself. Every objective exist-
ence has these two elements invariably and inseparably present to-
gether. There is always this syntliesis. The asat in this presentation
cannot have any reality of its own, independent of and apart from th.e
sat.
It is m this sense that this Universe is unreal (mAAya),a»nd not in the
sense of its being a positive blank or void,. We predicate its reality,
but we do so from a mJamMric or practical point of view.
Some German Orientalists1 consider this to be a compromise effect-
ed between th.e philosophic Idealism of the Veddnta and, the Em-
pirical Eealism of th.e popular mind. Idealism, they say, has, by
acconmxodatioix to tlie empirical consciou-sixess, regarded th.e Uni-
verse as real and passed over to th.e pantheistic doctrine of the Upa-
nisliads.
It is unnecessary here to discuss at length th.e question whether
this <c accommodation to the empirical consciousness " was a proper
step to take. As stated2 previously, it is quite clear that as the Uni-
verse presses itself on. our attention as an apparently external object-
ive existence, it was Hat-oral to attempt an explanation of it, which.
might be acceptable. Man has made such attempts in. every age
and. every clime. In India, various explanations, perhaps more or
lesa metaphorical, have been given since th.e Vedic times. But the
idealistic philosopher 'aiLclerstands that none of those explanations
can, in strictness, be philosophically true. The Universe itself being
iion^ternal and. having no independent relaity of its own, any expla-
nation about it must be philosophically mitme. All that we can,
a See suyra Chap. III.

